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Encyclopedia of Mobile Computing and Commerce (4th Edition) 2016/12/31 The Encyclopedia of Mobile Computing and Commerce presents current trends in mobile computing and their commercial applications. A wealth of mobile computing standards and practices have within comprehensive articles reporting the latest topics on mobile computing and commerce, mobile networks, wireless services, legal issues and expertise of mobile technology, and mobile software engineering.


Encyclopedia of Mobile Phone Behavior (2013) 10 As the size of mobile phones has shrunk to a very small piece of technical architecture an increasing number of people rely on their personal mobile devices to conduct their daily activities. Due to the ubiquitous nature of mobile phones, the impact of these devices on human behavior, interaction, and cognition has become a widely studied topic. The Encyclopedia of Mobile Phone Behavior is an authoritative source for scholarly research on the use of mobile phones and how these devices are reconfiguring many of our daily habits, work, and leisure with one another. Ranging from the various uses of mobile phones to the underlying mechanisms that make mobile phones so engaging, this unique volume also an essential reference source for scholars, researchers, IT professionals, and professionals working in the field of mobile computing.

Encyclopedia of Information Technologies and Applications, Part Five, 2003-12-31 Provides the most current exegesis of Internet technologies and applications for researchers in a variety of Internet fields. For the average Internet consumer, as well as to the professional in the field of networking and computer security.

Encyclopedia of Human Computer Interaction (2003-12-31) 8 This encyclopedia presents numerous experiences and reflections of professionals to human and computer solutions for the interpretation of user behavior.

Encyclopedia of Database Technologies and Applications, 2005-12-31 "Database: The revolution of knowledge management, technologies and applications along with the rapid evolution and demonstration of new research work. * 2003-12-31 The Encyclopedia of Computer Science is a must-have reference for every college, university, business and high-school library. Over 125 of the world's leading experts on information technology, this authoritative reference strives to supply innovative research aimed at improving academic achievement, teaching and learning, and the application of technology in schools and training environments.

Encyclopedia of Information Ethics and Security 2013 This book is a comprehensive and in-depth reference to the most recent developments in the field covering theoretical developments, techniques, applications.

Encyclopedia of Information Communication Technology (ICT) 2012 "This book presents integrated discussions of software engineering and enterprise systems focusing on forming integrated engineering requirements, software engineering, process and framework, productivity technologies, and enterprise systems." Published by: perennial

Handbook of Research on Mobile Marketing Management 2010 "This book provides a comprehensive discussion of mobile marketing strategies and practices. Published by: perpetual

Handbook of Research on Wireless Communication 2009 "This book provides an overview of the current state of research in wireless communication and its applications." Published by: perpetual

Handbook of Research on Pervasive Computing 2009 "This book provides an overview of the current state of research in pervasive computing and its applications." Published by: perpetual

Handbook of Research on Mobile Computing 2008 "This book provides a comprehensive discussion of mobile computing strategies and practices. Published by: perpetual

Handbook of Research on Mobile Commerce 2007 "This book provides a comprehensive discussion of mobile commerce strategies and practices. Published by: perpetual

Handbook of Research on Mobile Software Engineering 2007 "This book provides a comprehensive discussion of mobile software engineering strategies and practices. Published by: perpetual

Handbook of Research on Mobile Commerce and Marketing 2007 "This book provides a comprehensive discussion of mobile commerce and marketing strategies and practices. Published by: perpetual

Handbook of Research on Mobile Commerce and Marketing 2007 "This book provides a comprehensive discussion of mobile commerce and marketing strategies and practices. Published by: perpetual

Handbook of Research on Mobile Software Engineering 2007 "This book provides a comprehensive discussion of mobile software engineering strategies and practices. Published by: perpetual

Handbook of Research on Mobile Computing 2007 "This book provides a comprehensive discussion of mobile computing strategies and practices. Published by: perpetual

Handbook of Research on Mobile Software Engineering 2007 "This book provides a comprehensive discussion of mobile software engineering strategies and practices. Published by: perpetual

Handbook of Research on Mobile Computing 2007 "This book provides a comprehensive discussion of mobile computing strategies and practices. Published by: perpetual

Handbook of Research on Mobile Software Engineering 2007 "This book provides a comprehensive discussion of mobile software engineering strategies and practices. Published by: perpetual

Handbook of Research on Mobile Computing 2007 "This book provides a comprehensive discussion of mobile computing strategies and practices. Published by: perpetual

Handbook of Research on Mobile Software Engineering 2007 "This book provides a comprehensive discussion of mobile software engineering strategies and practices. Published by: perpetual